Objective: The purpose of this study was to analyze 'response time', 'peak response time' and 'overshoot value' for each muscle by applying the EMG signal to the vehicle response in ISO 7401 and to quantify the response of the driver according to vehicle characteristics by comparing vehicle characteristics and muscle responses of the driver. Background: The Open-loop test defined in international standards ISO 7401 is the only method for evaluating the performance of the vehicle. However, this test was focused only on mechanical responses, not driver's ones. Method: One skilled male driver(22 yrs. experience) was participated in this experiment to measure muscle activities of the driver in transient state. Then the seven muscle signals were applied to calculate 'response time', 'peak response time', and 'overshoot value'. Results: In the analyses of the EMG data, the effects of vehicle type and muscle were statistically significant on the 'response time' and 'peak response time'. Also, the effects of vehicle type, muscle, and lateral acceleration level were statistically significant on the 'overshoot value' in this study. According to the analyses of the vehicle motion data, vehicle motion variable(LatAcc, Roll, YawVel) was statistically significant on the 'response time' and vehicle type, vehicle motion variable, and lateral acceleration level were statistically significant on the 'peak response time', respectively. Conclusion: In the analyses of the 'response time' and 'overshoot value', the data of muscle activities(EMGs) was better index that could evaluate the vehicle characteristic and performance than the data of vehicle motion. In case of peak response time, both EMG and vehicle motion data were good index. Application: The EMGs data from a driver might be applicable as index for evaluation of various vehicle performances based on this study.
Introduction
을 여러 연구에서 많이 활용하고 있다 (Yoon et al., 1994; Sohn et al., 1995; Data and Frigerio, 2002; Yi et al., 2004; Svensen and Hac, 2005; Kang et al., 2011; Gobbi et al., 2012) 기존의 여러 연구들이 ISO 7401을 바탕으로 하여 Openloop 조건에서의 차량 성능 평가를 시행하였으나 (Yoon et al., 1994; Shon et al., 1995; Data and Frigerio, 2002; Yi et al., 2004) (Milliken and Milliken, 1995 Handling characteristic Under steer Over steer Figure 2 . Vehicle axis system defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers (Milliken and Milliken, 1995) 
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